Tripod Attachment - Front

1) Remove tripod straps from tuck-away slots.

2) Remove tripod cup and strap from bottom pocket.
3) Place 2–3 tripod feet in the cup and secure strap.
4) Secure top strap around the tripod head. If you find that the tripod moves from left to right, wrap the strap one full rotation around the tripod and then secure the strap.

Tripod Attachment - Side

1) Place 1–2 tripod feet in the side pocket and secure lower strap.
2) Secure top strap around the tripod head. If you find that the tripod moves from left to right, wrap the strap one full rotation around the tripod and then secure the strap.

Accessories: (sold separately)

Tripod Suspension Kit
The Tripod Suspension Kit allows hands-free mobility and instant access to your tripod. Custom aluminum hardware attaches the tripod to your shoulder harness with a set of easily adjustable straps.

Filter Hive / Filter Nest
The Filter Hive or Filter Nest attaches to the webbing strap on either waist belt wing, increasing accessibility to your filters.

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com
**BackLight 45L Photo Daypack Instructions**

Backpack that addresses the needs of traveling outdoor photographers

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

---

**Snowboard/Ski Carry**

1. Remove straps from the tuck-away slots.
2. Position sharp edge of skis or snowboard on the anti-abrasion panels.

---

**Waist Belt Removal**

Release hook/loop behind lumbar padding and pull out waist belt.

---

**Waist Belt Re-Attachment**

1. Remove Top pocket.
2. Remove waist belt.
3. Align “hook” on waist belt with “loop” on pass through underneath top pocket. Be sure to position the zipper facing up when wearing the beltpack.

---

**Top Pocket Expansion**

Lash a rope or a jacket underneath the top pocket with the compression strap. Attach top lid clips to webbing straps and cinch to tighten.

---

---

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com
BackLight 45L Photo Daypack Instructions
Backpack that addresses the needs of traveling outdoor photographers

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

**Photo Insert Removal**

 Undo the 4 tabs on the top, bottom and sides of the insert.

**Stash Master 13L Conversion (Sold Separately)**

1. Attach reservoir via the webbing loop in the front pocket.
2. Feed the tube through the two holes and down the shoulder strap.
3. The Stash Master 13L allows you to carry more personal gear in the top part of your pack.
   1. Remove the tall insert.
   2. Insert the Stash Master in the bottom of the pack.
   3. Remove the foam from the lid of the Stash Master.
   4. Fold lid under the bottom of the insert.
   5. Attach tabs on bottom and sides.

**Hydration**

1. Attach reservoir via the webbing loop in the front pocket.
2. Feed the tube through the two holes and down the shoulder strap.